
General information
The participant / companion fee is 1545,- € / 1285,- €     in the participation fee
included, the airport / hotel shuttle service u. back, 6 nights in
Double room or apartments in upscale u. comfortable typical hotels or
Agriturismo hostels, including half board with rich breakfast and 3-4 courses evening
Menu / buffet with drinks (water, house wine and café), as well as the motorcycle / scooter
Transport of your own vehicle or the provision of a rental vehicle against
Surcharge, technical support on site, and 5 guided day tours with
professional instructors and Tour guides included. Not included: are rental vehicles,
Fuels, single room surcharge, possible additional nights, lunch,
Insurance. *Side cases are considered additional special baggage. be with
€ 35 per set will be charged. The motorcycles / scooters must be about 14 days 
before Arrive the event at the loading location (special agreements only after
Agreement). Cheap flight connections can be made through us directly, or one of 
ours Partner, travel agency Brenner in Solingen (Tel: 0212-67659) or DistincTravel
Travel agency in Cologne (0221-9526791) can be booked.

Payment method and Payment terms:
After registration of the participant / companion, a down payment of € 595 will be made
due. IMPORTANT! when concluding an RRV (€ 78) or booking a single room
(165, - €), as well as when renting a scooter, this amount is also immediately
due. (We would like to point out that the payment of the down payment only after 
receipt of payment Space is also reserved for you. Otherwise the organizer reserves
the right intend to allocate the place elsewhere). After receipt of the registration the
Participants / companions receive an acknowledgment of receipt. Attention, a separate 
one
Confirmation of receipt of the deposit will not be sent. The
Confirmation of participation u. all further information regarding travel dates and the
The event will take place about 14 days before receipt of the balance
Event start sent. The remaining amount of the travel / event fee is
no later than 6 weeks before the start of the trip / event to the following
Transfer bank account. Cancellation periods and the associated
Cancellation fees can be found in the terms and conditions of the organizer 
AbenteuerMotorrad.

Stadt Sparkasse Wuppertal / F. Salerno - AdventureMotorbike 
IBAN: DE27 3305 0000 0005 9005 92 

BIC: WUPSDE33XXX 
(Please specify name, date and event as intended purpose) 

All safe motorcycles / scooters from 125ccm can take part in the event according to 
the current STVZO with registration number requirement ( If the number of 
participants is appropriate, a separate group with 50cc scooters will be offered). The
participant is responsible for the safe driving condition of the participant vehicles and the 
protective clothing of the participants. If the organizer objects, the participation in the event
can be refused. Vehicles that are unsafe or excessively loud (over 93dB) due to 
technical changes or defects will be excluded from the event. Any additional costs 
incurred by the organizer due to excessive sound levels or negligent behavior will be borne
by the respective participant. In addition, complete motorcycle protective clothing 
(motorcycle textile or leather clothing with protectors, gloves, helmet, glasses and sturdy 
motorcycle shoes) is required. With his signature, the participant expressly accepts these 
conditions. 



Declaration of consent 
The general terms and conditions apply. the organizer's disclaimer which can be viewed at
www.abenteuermotorrad.de, I recognize the terms and conditions u. Conditions of 
participation and the exclusion of liability of the organizer to be signed by me before the 
start of the event, and I assure that I have read these in advance, which will be accepted 
by my signature. With my signature, a contract is drawn up, and I provide the organizer 
and his employees a. Helper free of any liability, I assure that I have a valid driver's license
and. Health insurance and a private health insurance abroad. I agree that photos u. Videos
from the event, on which I am pictured, for advertising campaigns by the organizer 
AbenteuerMotorrad / F. Salerno will be published. I do not claim any fees for this. 

Limited number of participants / If the payment is not received in time, the organizer
reserves the right to allocate the space to someone else / flight changes, 
appointments or hotel changes are reserved for the organizer or are not within his 
power or scope due to force majeure.


